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THE EMOTIONALLY IMPAIRED
STUDENT IN THE READING CLASS
OR READING LABORATORY
Paula C. Wood
Paula Wood is an Assistant Professor
at the College of Education
of Wayne State University.
Although most emotionally impaired students are of average or
above average intelligence they frequently achieve below expectation.
In the area of reading this makes
them eligible for special reading
classes or sessions in the reading
laboratory. While the potential exists for rapid advancement in
reading, the teacher is called upon
to deal with all the complexities of
the student's emotional problems in
order to obtain improvement. Since
an emotionally impaired student can
also be disruptive to the entire class
the appropriate management of
behavior becomes a crucial factor in
the success of the total program.
There are many things that can be
done to prevent behavior problems
from erupting in the reading
classroom and to deal with disruptions that do occur. The key element
is advanced preparation. The
teacher must actively work toward
smooth classroom functioning and
remain one step ahead of the child
with emotional problems.
Following are some recommendations for classroom preparation and
general management that will
enhance a teacher's ability to cope
with and teach emotionally impaired
students in a reading class:·

1. Find out as much as possible
about how the student manifests his
or her emotional problems before he
or she arrives in your class. Is the
child likely to become physically
aggressive, verbally aggressive, to
run away or to withdraw when
upset? Your response to each of
these possibilities needs to be planned in advance. Some experts, of
course, disagree with this ,assumption and feel that too much
knowledge about a student makes
the teacher prejudge the student.
Experience leads me to believe,
however, that the more teachers

know the more objective they are
able to be about a child's behavior.
In addition, advance knowledge
and planning aids in prevention of
inordinate consequences for an
acting-out episode. Knowing
whether a child might run away or
strike out physically allows the
teacher to know whether stepping in
front of him will help or complicate
the situation.
2. Set up your room or laboratory to
include various options in seating
and activity. There should be places
to work independently, in pairs, or
in groups. Activities should be provided that can be done completely
independently, with some teache:'
direction, or entirely under teacher
supervision. This gives the teacher
the necessary flexibility to sense the
mood of a student or class and move
to appropriate activities. The
availability of options also can be
utilized to get the student to monitor
his own attitudes and day-to-day
moods and decide what he should
be doing. It is a mistake in a reading
class to have no options for group
activities. Sometimes having
everyone sitting close together and
interacting is calming and lends ego
strength to a child with emotional
problems. Doing the same activity
day after day, however, sometimes
leads to boredom and behavior problems.
3. Make the expectations and rules
for behavior and work in your
classroom clear. The students can
help develop the rules and realistic
expectations in a series of class
meetings (Glasser, 1969). Rules can
be reviewed and changed
periodically. While the time
necessary for such class meetings
initially takes away from instructional time it later pays off in better
utilization of class time. Use these
meetings to set up and review pro-

cedures and rules . Do not focus on
punishments for various infractions.
The students tend to think punishment is the only way to manage
behavior, rather than a last resort.
Punishment is ineffective with emotionally impaired students because
it does not teach the appropriate
behavior (Redl, 1952). Class
meetings, by focusing on expectations and class rules, teach the
children what the correct behavior
is. The give-and-take format also
allows you to take into account student feelings and perceptions.

4. Be ready when your students
enter the room. Greet them as they
arrive and quickly channel them into appropriate activities. Some
teachers have individual folders the
students can begin working with immediately or a focal place in the
room where the day's activities are
listed. Transition times are difficult
for emotionally impaired students
and anything you can do to direct an
focus them is well worth the extra effort.
5. Keep individual charts for attendance, number of activities completed, skills mastered, etc. This
helps the teacher and the child see
progress even when there are
disruptions and bad days. It s not
necessary to do this for every
child-just the ones who need to see
progress in a concrete form. It is
also a good idea to tie some form of
reward to the chart, such as a treat
or privilege for each 10 assignments
finished or for each new skill or set
of skills learned. Once the child has
earned something, of course, it can't
be taken away as a punishment.
6. Pay attention to the prevention of
crisis situations. You cannot insure
that the emotionally impaired child
will not be upset or not act out, but
you can keep the disturbance within
manageable proportions. For example:
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Rewarding a child for times when
his language was appropriate is one
way to do this.
7. Schedule students with emotional
problems at low-stress times for you.
Have them when your most mature
and least susceptible students are in
the room, when you are at your best
time of the day, or when they are at
their best time. (For some students
this is the beginning of the day. For
others it is after they have been at
school for awhile, perhaps in a
resource room or with a special
education teacher.)

a) If you have a student who
tends to run away make sure you are
between him and the door on days
when he is upset.
b) Never "back a child into a
corner
either physically or
psychologically, especially a child
who is known to be physically aggressive. You leave the child no option but to strike out at you. Have the
child put his head down, go to a
quiet area, or do some other
cooling-off activity. Doing so not only will prevent an "incident," but it
will also avoid the fallout of guilt
and bad feelings many emotionally
impaired students suffer after an explosion.
c) If you find yourself getting
angry or hostile toward the child,
move away. You get much better
results by being firm but controlled.
Extreme anger and capitulation are
both perceived by emotionally impaired students as an inability to
control the situation. Both lower
your overall effectiveness.
d) If an agressive student
does have an outburst that you
couldn't prevent, moving the other
students and yourself to safety
should be your primary concern.
Torn papers or overturned books
are readily fixed; but when people
are hurt, even minimally, there arE
many unfortunate repercussions.
e) Don't over-react to swear
ing or inappropriate language.
Develop a plan that involves a consistent but rational appraoch.

8. When bad problems do occur, as
they inevitably will, you will have to
make the first move to mend the
relationship. An offer to help, a
friendly conversation, or even a
smile will convey the message that
you still want to work with the student.
9. Don't take the misbehavior of an
emotionally impaired student personally. It is a reflection of the
child's problem, not of you. Try to
look through the behavior to the
childs underneath and the child's
needs. Instead of thinking "How can
he do this?" think "What can I do
about this?"
10. Maintain your flexibility. Be
willing to change quickly when activities don't get off the ground.
Have some backup review activities
and be willing to switch to these activities when the originally planned
activities fail.

MEMORIES.
Small pale pink wooden chairs
with rounded backs and my
teacher's knees are my earliest
memories of reading. Those little
chairs sat in a semi-circle facing the
blackboard in a corner of the room
The teacher's chair, which was
always larger, was placed in front of
the pink ones. I can remember
waiting with much anticipation, and
some impatience, for my group to be
invited to take our reading books out
of our desks and join the teacher at
the pink chairs.
I also remember that the journey
from my desk to a pink chair had to
be negotiated very carefully.
Because of the importance of being
able to secure a pink chair as close

to the teacher as possible, the trip
had to be made swiftly. However,
careless or noisy swiftness could be
guaranteed to result in a reprimand
from the teacher to return to the
desk and start the trip again.
As I sat in a pink chair, facing my
teacher, my first grade eyes always
seemed to be at the same level as the
teacher's knees. I don't remember
my teacher's face or even her name,
I don't remember being taught how
to read, nor do I remember what we
did in the semi-circle of pink chairs.
However, I do remember the feelings of togetherness and joy with my
friends on those little pink chairs,
our books in our laps, eyes focused

11. Plan some positive and fun activities to do with your emotionally
impaired students. It will help you to
get to know them better and to build
a caring relationship. Try working
with them in clay or in other expressive media occasionally. This
can be done in relation to reading
activities.
12. Talk to others teachers,
counselors, and administrators for
advice, feedback, and understanding. They may have ideas that
never occurred to you or may have
had successes with similar problems
that they can share.
Working the emotionally impaired students in a reading class or
a reading laboratory can be an exciting and fruitful challenge. Both
advanced planning and flexibility
are necessities. At time this means
extra work and calls for close attention on the part of the teacher, but
the potential benefits to the students
are great.
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on our teacher's knees!
- Barbara Jacoby
* * *

I always disliked the basal reader
books. I went to a catholic school
and the nuns made us read one story
at a time, in the order they came in.
The serious or educational ones
seemed always to be at the front of
the book, and the good ones were at
the back, Needless to say, the year
would end and we never seemed to
finish the book. All the talking
animal or make-believe stories were
never read.

- A classroom teacher
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